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A	research	scientist’s	view
of	scientific	writing

Tim	Skern
Medical	University	 of	Vienna

University	of	Vienna

Recent peer review of manuscript

The	English	 language	is:

Reviewer 2: The manuscript by Leite,
Bergthaler and Skern entitled "Vaccinia virus
G1 protein: absence of autocatalytic self-
processing" explores G1 cleavage function in
bacteria, rabbit reticulocyte lysates and HeLa
cells.

Manuscript	accepted	this	week	without	any	
language	changes

insufficient
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Any training?

A small, isolated, rural community….
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I will do my best!

Keynote speakers must try harder
Nature 542, p165

Overview
• What inspired you to write your book?
• How did you identify your students‘ English writing 

deficits?
• As a science researcher and professor, what advice 

can you give the ESP ‘practitioner’ for teaching 
academic and scientific writing? 

• What future developments and demands do you 
foresee in the teaching of academic and scientific 
writing?
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Overview
• What inspired you to start your course?
• How did you identify your students’ English writing 

deficits?
• As a science researcher and professor, what advice 

can you give the ESP ‘practitioner’ for teaching 
academic and scientific writing? 

• What future developments and demands do you 
foresee in the teaching of academic and scientific 
writing?

1977 BSc in Biochemistry
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Fifteen years later

Tuesday, 6th October, 1992, 18.00

Writing and Speaking Scientific English

How did it happen?

• PhD 1981

• 17.5.1982 Vienna

• My mentor –
Ernst Küchler

• Writing manuscripts

• Correcting manuscripts
in Vienna and Strasbourg MFPL
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“Kaiser” Institute

• My animator -
Rainer Prohaska

Even practicals have their uses!
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Writing and speaking scientific English

• Course at the faculty of chemistry, 
University of Vienna

• 14 weeks, 2 academic hours weekly

• Recommended but not mandatory

• Voluntary for the lecturer

• No qualifications required 
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Speaking scientific English:

Sir Peter Medawar, Scientist, Writer and Nobel Laureate
in “Advice to a Young Scientist” (1979)

Practise
=

Make mistakes!!!

An English Standard?
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Writing exercises

Summaries of general articles and  book 
reviews from Nature or Science magazine

Commentaries

Opinions

Freud and cocaine

Giants on Coke
Nature, 476, 397 (2011)
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Voltaire

Discuss whether you think the following

statement to still be as true as when Voltaire wrote

it:

“Doctors pour drugs of which they know little, to

cure diseases of which they know less, into human

beings of whom they know nothing”

Identifying students’ deficiencies

• Commonality of deficiencies

• Led to evolution of recommendations

• Confidence for students

• Less work for me

• Now formalised for correction of written work
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35 formalised corrections

Words that fool my spellchecker…

• Dear Prof. Skern,

I am writing in regard to the presentations given
in the curse „Writing and Speaking Scientific 
English“
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35 formalised corrections

Formalised corrections in action
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Encouraging students to be critical

• Support the intellectual development
from school pupil to university student

“I told my post-docs to do an experiment. They 
went away and did the opposite. That’s how I 
learned something.”

Quote from the late Gottfried (Jeff) Schatz 
(biochemist, writer, philosopher): 

Universities:
Guardians of our future

12th March 2015

Science is incorrigibly revolutionary

Search terms : lecture by gottfried schatz uni wien
Suchbegriffe: gottfried schatz uni wien
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Redacting with Mr. Darwin

How to practise manuscripts?

• Use negative examples to see how manuscripts
can be improved
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An invalidating error

Wool-pulling at its worst (or best?)
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Do not swallow
everything
you read, even 
in a high-impact
journal!

Nature,	444,	566	(2006)

How to find “one size fits all” subjects? 

• Topics that all students could write about –
“Gedankenexperimente” 

• Inspired by Science’s fiction:

• Most popular topic: Can ants forecast the weather?

• Emphasise the advance in knowledge

Nature, 413, 573 (2001)
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Why do we write
scientific manuscripts?

From	a	natural	scientist’s	 viewpoint:

To	describe	and	present

an	advance	in	knowledge	

90%	happen	 to	be	in	English

Advance in knowledge
• Oral exercise in 4 sentences to formalise 

• Main heading (disease)

• Subheading (specific aspect)

• Aim (Uncover cause of specific aspect)

• Result (First trends etc)
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Advance in knowledge - example
• Psoriasis (disease)

• Psoriatic arthritis (specific aspect)

• Working with rheumatologists to find factors 
responsible (Aim)

• Nail psoriasis may be important (first trend)

Conjecture
• Generations of guidelines

• Formalised corrections

• Algorithm for writing the results section

Writing in the natural and medical sciences is 
analogous to the language of mathematics?

(with Brooke Morriswood, Univ Würzburg)
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Challenges for the future present

• Plagiarism

• Evolution of language and scientific reporting

(e.g. Quantifying the evolutionary dynamics of 
language. Lieberman et al., Nature. 449 713-6 (2007) )

Nature puts it another way

Jeff Schatz

Nature 539, 140 (2016) 
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Today’s paper – PubMed is enough?

Challenges for the future

1. Personal challenges

2. Read it!

3. Connecting two cultures
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Back to the future

When was this published?

Back to the future

50 & 100 Years Ago
Nature 491, 676 (29 November 2012)
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Natural scientists and ESAP
• ESAP – never heard of it! 

- Ernst Bonek (teacher of scientific English TU Vienna)

• ESAP – What’s that? 
- Tim Skern, September 2016

• ESAP – that’s for the humanities, not for research scientists!
- Renée Schroeder (Uni Wien, Wittgenstein Prize Awardee)

• We are unhappy with the courses taught by the English 
department and are considering teaching them ourselves.
- Fardad Firooznia, (City College of New York, Biology)

Grand challenge

• Bringing together ESAP teachers
and researchers

• Exchanging and understanding
each others’ expectations

For natural scientists, 
data builds the fabric of a manuscript,
the language the embroidery.
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Thank you for your attention!


